LENGTH

UL STYLE 20276,
(5) INDIVIDUALLY SHIELDED TWISTED PAIRS, 28AWG, WITH DRAIN WIRE,
(4) INDIVIDUAL CONDUCTORS, 28AWG,
OVERALL SHIELD: ALUMINUM MYLAR PLUS BRAIDED TINNED COPPER,
OUTER JACKET: PVC, BLACK

PIN 1

2X, MOLDED HOOD AND STRAIN RELIEF, PVC, BLACK

MODEL NO. | LENGTH
----------|--------
HDRA-0.5  | 0.5 [1.64]
HDRA-1    | 1.0 [3.28]
HDRA-2    | 2.0 [6.56]
HDRA-3    | 3.0 [9.84]
HDRA-4    | 4.0 [13.12]
HDRA-5    | 5.0 [16.41]

NOTES:

1. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE TESTED FOR CONTINUITY.
2. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH L-COM SPECIFICATION PS-0031.
3. DUST COVERS INSTALLED FOR SHIPPING (NOT SHOWN).

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE:
CE2011/65/EU (RoHS DIRECTIVE)